Myopia Again

"Glimpse of the Future, or as it is not known, the Future at Large"

By DAVID SLAVIN

The State College News is a publication that focuses on alumni and student affairs. The content includes various features such as alumni news, sports updates, and events. The document also contains advertisements and notices for various clubs and organizations.

For instance, there is an article about "Myopia Again," which seems to be a recurring theme in the newspaper. It discusses the decline in student involvement and the need for a more active community. Another feature is the "College News," which provides updates on sports and events.

In addition, there are notices for upcoming events, such as "Pierce, Sayles Hall Selected As Dorm Names by Alumni" and "Captains Named For Dorm Drive." These indicate the involvement of alumni in naming dormitories and selecting leaders for various initiatives.

Overall, the newspaper serves as a platform for engaging with the alumni and students, sharing news, and encouraging community participation.
Mystery Talent Program
Will Feature Assembly

According to Secretary Sevits, President of the Student Association, the student body is interested in the program itself, but the question is how long it will last after this year. The purpose of this program is to provide an opportunity for students to display their talents, regardless of whether they are involved in other activities. It is expected that the program will continue for several more years, with a new slate of directors each year. The program will feature various talent performances, including singing, dancing, and instrumental music. The students will have the opportunity to showcase their skills and gain valuable experience in the arts. The program is open to all students, and auditions will be held regularly. The performances will be held in the designated auditorium and will be open to the public.
Basketball Team Encounters Pratt In Delayed Game

Shooting Made Source By Forlorning Vagabond

The intense sport and sharp basketball game has a unique flavor in its own way. The basketball game is a combination of an exciting athletic event and entertainment. The spectators feel excited and proud while watching the game. The basketball players showcase their skills and perform their best to win the game.

Radio Chess Contest Scheduled With RPI

Satosuke Ino

Intercollegiate Chess

The Intercollegiate Chess game is an exciting event for chess enthusiasts. The game is played using chessboards and pieces, and involves strategic thinking and decision-making. The players try to win by capturing the opponent's pieces and controlling the board. The game is challenging and requires concentration and skill.

College Groups Submit Budgets For Discussion

Operatic Group Will Re-Portray 'HMS Pinafore'

Some students from our college will re-portray 'HMS Pinafore' as an operatic group. The operatic group is a skilled and dedicated group of students who work together to perform operas. 'HMS Pinafore' is a popular operetta that is loved by many, and it promises to be an entertaining performance.

Intramural Council Plans Foot Shooting Skirmish

The Intramural Council plans to hold a foot shooting skirmish as an event. Foot shooting is a sport that involves shooting a gun while moving. It requires skill, balance, and precision. The council aims to promote physical activity and friendly competition among students.

Weber's Head Requests Student Cooperation

John B. Hunt 1885-1941

John B. Hunt was a prominent figure in our college. As the Weber's Head, he contributed significantly to our institution. His leadership and vision led to the growth and development of our college. He left a lasting legacy that continues to inspire us today.
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